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Credit: AWI, Bremerhaven. https://www.awi.de/en/focus/sea-ice/artikel/remote-sensing.html



https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-bill-of-rights



What is this “research data” thing?

“the evidence used to inform or support research conclusions. Some key facets 
include:

● Method of creation or collection: from observations, experiments or 
simulations, derived from existing data or obtained from reference/canonical 
sets

● Readiness for use: raw, cleaned and calibrated, summarised or visualised
● Format: text; tables; time series; images; video and audio recordings
● Type of content: interviews;
● Size: large or small files; individual files or large file sets; sometimes just a 

single number
● Storage location: local drives; institutional filestores/repositories; 

national/international data centres; cloud services”

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/rdm/whatisrdm



Who cares?

Created by Sapann-Design - Freepik.com



Swiss National Science Foundation

The SNSF therefore expects all its funded researchers

● to store the research data they have worked on and produced during the 
course of their research work,

● to share these data with other researchers, unless they are bound by legal, 
ethical, copyright, confidentiality or other clauses, and

● to deposit their data and metadata onto existing public repositories in formats 
that anyone can find, access and reuse without restriction.

Research data is collected, observed or generated factual material that is 
commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to document and 
validate research findings.

http://www.snf.ch/en/theSNSF/research-policies/open_research_data/Pages/default.aspx



US and UK



What about the other parties?

“A condition of publication in a Nature journal is that authors are required to make 
materials, data, code, and associated protocols promptly available to 
readers without undue qualifications. Any restrictions on the availability of 
materials or information must be disclosed to the editors at the time of submission. 
Any restrictions must also be disclosed in the submitted manuscript.”
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Open Science

Transparency

Freedom

Efficiency Slide courtesy by Xiaoli Chen, CERN
Illustration created by Freepik

Open Science is an umbrella term that refers to the 

opening of scholarly knowledge creation and 

dissemination towards a multitude of stakeholders. It 

comprises, for instance, forms collaboration among 

researchers through online tools, emerging publication 

formats, the involvement of non-experts in the research or 

the alternative assessment of impact.

Friesike, Sascha & Schildhauer, Thomas (2014)



The “R”s

Reproducibility

Reusability

Repurposability

Replicability

Re…

Getting the most out of investment: time, funding, dedication, passion

Sharing unique results
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Reproducibility



Tales



E Coli outbreak
in Germany

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/jun/10/e-
coli-bean-sprouts-blamed



https://github.com/ehec-outbreak-cr
owdsourced/BGI-data-analysis/wiki

Crowdsourced 
approach



Open Street Map

Open 

Collaborative, crowdsourced

Flexible for users and developers

Free, full access and control

Trust - Conflicts



CERN Open Data (opendata.cern.ch)





Impact



CERN



Data as a Community Resource

In 1996, the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium adopted the 
"Bermuda Principles" 

that expressly called for the automatic, rapid release of sequence assemblies of 1-2 
kb or greater to the public domain. 

To implement the Bermuda Principles, in April 1997 the NHGRI adopted a data 
release policy 

that called upon those of its grantees engaged in large-scale genomic DNA 
sequencing to release DNA sequence assemblies of 2 kb or greater within 24 hours 
of their generation.

"community resource project" was defined as a research project specifically devised 
and implemented to create a set of data, reagents or other material whose primary 
utility will be as a resource for the broad scientific community

https://www.genome.gov/10506537/reaffirmation-and-extension-of-nhgri-rapid-data-release-policies/



http://science.sciencemag.org/content/291/5507



What can we do



Standard response: “Manage your data”

● Have an actual plan (DMP)
● Repositories

○ Discipline
○ Institution
○ General ones

● Other “hosts”
○ Collaborative platforms
○ The rest

● Journals



Data Management Plan (DMP)

Helps understanding the “outputs” of your project

How do you want to manage these outputs?

How do you preserve them? (or who does it?)

How do you publish/share them?

Do you require funding to manage the resources?

Plan is often required by institutions, funders


